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SSDlife Pro Product Key is a hardware maintenance utility dedicated to diagnose and monitor the health of your solid state
drives (SSDs), as a way to ensure that they are functioning properly and prevent data loss due to storage device failure. The
application analyzes all the detected SSD drives, displaying all the gathered information within a forthright interface. Its
compatibility range extends from the latest SSDs to older models from various manufacturers. The GUI comprises technical
details concerning the SSD manufacturer, model and firmware version and tells you whether the drive supports TRIM or not. In
addition to this, it displays data on the available and the total storage space, along with the total work time (the amount of time
from the first boot) and the number of times it was powered on. What's more, it can read the throughput data amount, both read
and written for the latest 7 days. SSDlife Pro uses a special calculation method to estimate the lifetime of the hardware
component, based on how actively the SSD was used so far, which is rather important for second-hand buyers. Unlike SSDlife
Free, the Pro edition reads the S.M.A.R.T. attributes for all the connected SSD drives and displays them within a separate
window. The structured table includes parameters such as the read error rate, the power cycle count, the erase fail count, the
temperature, the number of program fails and so on. Alongside the value assigned to your SSD, the program also displays the
worst, the raw and the reference values. You can easily take a snapshot of the table or generate an online report using the
dedicated buttons. Hardware failure can result in data corruption or loss, but SSDlife Pro is a tool that can be used for avoiding
such unpleasant situations. It helps you check the status of each drive and make sure that your folders and files are safe exactly
where they are. SSDlife Pro Key Features: - Finds and displays information on all detected SSD drives - Reads and displays the
S.M.A.R.T. attributes for all connected SSD drives and displays them within a separate window. - Displays data on the total
storage space, total work time, total number of power-on, number of read errors per day, frequency of erase errors, average
lifespan, etc. - Displays the data regarding the total read throughput, written throughput, data read throughput per day, average
throughput, etc. - Displays the contents of an online report - Shows the firmware version on

SSDlife Pro Free PC/Windows

Hardware maintenance utility for SSDs Detects all the connected SSDs Displays the storage space available and total, TRIM
status, firmware version Customizable interface, buttons, options, etc. Analyzes the S.M.A.R.T. status of all connected drives
Displays SMART attributes of all the connected SSDs Provides lifetime estimations based on the SSD lifetime, powered on
time, storage time and usage time 7-days total throughput statistics Software-based connectivity Supports all modern and oldest
solid state drives FREE, PRO, ELITE versions are available Flexible and intuitive interface CONS: First, we should note that
SSDlife Pro is compatible with all SSDs, regardless of manufacturer, interface or capacity. It doesn’t use a specific driver or any
other software in order to ensure the lowest system impact. Therefore, it can be used with any SSD regardless of manufacturer.
It’s so powerful that it can work with any SSD: newest SanDisk, Crucial, Samsung, Toshiba and Western Digital models. In
terms of software, SSDlife Pro is a powerful program, loaded with many options and functions. It can analyze data from your
SSD, display them in the interface, save them as images or PDF files and create a detailed report to export it for later use.
Examining SSDlife Pro immediately shows us that it’s an extremely customizable program. You can easily adjust the look and
feel of its interface, create customizable buttons, customize the status window, enable or disable some additional features and
the list goes on. Other than that, SSDlife Pro offers a convenient way to obtain data from your SSD. You can get information on
the storage size of the SSD, the total read and write throughput, the number of program failures and the power cycle count. In
addition to this, you can get information on the firmware version, the SMART attributes and the total error count. What’s more,
you can view the read/write/total speed data over the past 7 days or 7 weeks, such as the max/min/avg read and write speeds.
You can check what the values were before applying any changes, such as the power cycle count or the SMART attributes. If
you encounter any abnormal circumstances, you can create a report on any connected SSD drive and export them to your PC
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Analyze your SSD with SSDlife Pro. Find out how healthy your SSD and how fast it is! Features: - Views all physical
characteristics of the SSD - Read, write and throughput data for SSD life - S.M.A.R.T. tables for each SSD drive - S.M.A.R.T.
readings and data for each SSD drive - Auto write test of SSD drives - Graphical tree map view of the all hard drives - Test
cycles for hard drive failure analysis - Benchmarks results for SSD life - Test notifications for SSD life - Test your SSD daily
and monthly - S.M.A.R.T. tables for all 7 days - Read and written data, power on and off - Warthe report option - Track daily
and weekly totals of SSD life - Show all SSD drives within 1 click - Undo/redo data read - Notebook and HDD test - Easy to use
- Support SSD with TRIM attribute - Update for SSD life - Improved interface for SSD life - Supported SSD for all Windows
operating systems - HP, DELL, ASUS, LENOVO and Compaq Solid State Drives - AVI, AVI, MPEG, VOB and MP4 - Power
on/off for all SSD drives - Test your SSD daily and monthly - Backup/restore for all SSD drives - Write test for all SSD drives -
Average write time - Test daily for SSD life - Show total number of write test for all SSD drives - Read test for all SSD drives -
Test daily for SSD life - Write test for all SSD drives - Average write time - Test daily for SSD life - Test daily for SSD life -
Show total number of write test for all SSD drives - Show total number of read test for all SSD drives - Power on/off for all
SSD drives - Test daily for SSD life - Show total number of write test for all SSD drives - Show total number of read test for all
SSD drives - Test daily for SSD life - Test daily for SSD life - Power on/off for all SSD drives - Test daily for SSD life - Check
status for all SSDs - Check power on/off for all SSDs - Show warranty data for all SSDs - Manage all SSDs - Check power
on/off for

What's New In?

The algorithm that we use to calculate the lifetime is based on the number of power cycles and the read/write ratio with respect
to the average. The algorithm that we use to calculate the lifetime is based on the number of power cycles and the read/write
ratio with respect to the average. 1. The "work" time, the number of times the SSD was powered on - the longer it is the higher
the wear 2. The "work" time, the number of times the SSD was powered on - the longer it is the higher the wear 3. The number
of read operations, the more operations the SSD is performing the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD. 4. The
number of write operations, the more operations the SSD is performing the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD.
5. The temperature, the higher the temperature, the lower the lifetime. 6. The number of program-failures, the more program-
failures the SSD has, the lower the lifetime 7. The number of erase-failures, the more erase-failures the SSD has, the lower the
lifetime 8. The read-error-rate, the higher the read-error-rate, the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD. 9. The
write-error-rate, the higher the write-error-rate, the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD. 10. The S.M.A.R.T.
attributes, the more S.M.A.R.T. attributes, the better the SSD, the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD. 11. The
Write-erase-count, the more Write-erase-count, the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD. 12. The Write-erase-
time, the higher the write-erase-time, the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD. 13. The power-cycle-count, the
higher the power-cycle-count, the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD. 14. The Temperature-value, the higher
the Temperature-value, the lower the lifetime, the lower the quality of the SSD. 15. The Read-times, the more Read-times the
lower the lifetime. The lowest value is the number of power cycle while the highest value is the read/
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System Requirements:

- USB 5.0 or higher - Microsoft Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10 Installation: - Download the latest version from the
link above. - Install the software. - Download this file and install. - Open the software. - Enjoy! Updated: 2019-10-19 - Fixed
Windows 10 2020-03-10 - Windows 64bit support. - Use Clean Browsing - License Code License
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